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Even a smart data modeler may not be an expert in terms of job knowledge. Hence, the design of a database model is limited by the data modeler’s resolution and subjectivity. Because the data modeler transforms a domain user’s representations into a database model on the basis of arbitrary decisions, the data modeler may distort or lose information. The best way of designing a database is for a domain user to lay out a database, though this approach might impose a heavy modeling burden on the user. Many traditional automated design systems have failed to become widely used. We propose a new model, the association-based conceptual model (ABCM), for an ordinary field worker. The ABCM does not require a user to have expert knowledge to discriminate entities from attributes and relies solely on business descriptions to generate an appropriate ERD. We devise a context-adaptive approach to automate the creation of ERD, which means that ER modeling depends on the context of a business description. Accordingly, this approach performs modeling by analyzing contexts in a business description that the user creates and then utilizing associations among the various contexts. We introduce the scope of the proposed system and present the detailed logic of the system. Finally, we perform a case study to evaluate the devised system’s applicability to practical business fields.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An excessive supply of data and its complexity are steadily overwhelming and embarrassing most of enterprises. And also, a large percentage of processes related to a large amount of data are so complex that it is not easy for enterprises to know how to manage vast amounts of data, how to analyze them, and how to design them. In fact, the majority of the applications developed in most enterprises avail nothing because of their poor database design. The challenge of every organization is hence to evolve quickly from using old mess data to building databases with efficiency.

Since even a smart data modeler is not an expert on job knowledge, the database model would be designed to his/her resolution and subjectivity. The modeler goes so far as to say that she does not know what data is changed or what data is wrong. In data modeling, there are inconsistencies between requirement representation [15] of a domain user and requirement recognitions of a data modeler. Since the data modeler transforms a
domain user’s representations into database model in arbitrary decisions, s/he could distort or lose information on business requirements.

The best way for database design is that a domain user lays out his/her database for information systems, which could heavily impose a modeling burden on the user. Even domain users are of course experts about their working job, but they unprofessionally have no idea of database modeling. However, supposing that well-structured methodologies [1] or supporting systems for designing databases are developed, a domain user could satisfactorily take the place of a data modeler. In order that a domain user can design databases without a data modeler, sufficient and consistent description on the domain job for the enterprise-wide work [11] is necessary.

Entity-Relationship Model (ERM or ER Model, for short) [4] is generally used to abstract business affairs into an integrated database schema [16]. The model uses a diagram, Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD or ER Diagram, for short), and has major processes such as follows; finding out focal behaviors of the business applications, evaluating data objects from the viewpoint of the behaviors, and classifying the objects into entities or attributes. Since there are the cognitive distance [2] between field workers’ requirements and professional modelers’ perception, even an expert data modeler would fail to obtain an appropriate ERD without perfectly reflecting the original business affairs. To enable a field worker to perform data modeling without reliance on an expert modeler, Automated Database Design (ADD, for short) has introduced and deeply studied.

Even though many traditional automated design systems [5-9, 12-14, 19, 23, 27] have tried to play an important role on behalf of the professional data modelers, they have not been used on a large scale. In the last few decades, those systems do not often give field workers sufficient practical support in formulating an adequate ERD. The first reason is that the systems are suited only for well-trained users with a good knowledge on data modeling. The second reason is that the task of putting business information into these systems requires too many interactions to users. The last reason comes from the staleness of their knowledge in the traditional knowledge-based systems. To suppose that the stale knowledge would be in accord with the present one is not in reason. Despite the fact that a data object should be classified flexibly into either an entity or an attribute according to the field worker’s various concerns, most traditional knowledge-based systems recommend that an object that happens to have been classified as an entity one or more times in the past applications should be entitized. Our object-classification will be progressed with judging from the existing state of things and without excessive reliance on prior knowledge about its object classification.

Example 1 (Flexible Classification of an Object): Assume that a student belongs to a department, that a student has student_id and student_name, and that a department has department_id and department_name. Fig. 1 draws two cases of ERD on these assumptions. In order to manage a car owned by a student, it is sufficient for the Case A that the car is added as an attribute to a student. But, the Case B is also possible. In order to permit students to own plural cars or to manage the car characteristics (car_type, car_color), a car should be created as an entity with attributes (car_number, car_type, car_color), not as an attribute. That is to say, the object CAR can be flexibly classified as an attribute (Case A) or an entity (Case B) according to the various concerns of field workers. The schemata of Case A or Case B are as follows.
Schema of Case A

DEPARTMENT: dept_id, dept_name
STUDENT: student_id, student_name, car

Schema of Case B

DEPARTMENT: dept_id, dept_name
STUDENT: student_id, student_name
CAR: car_number, car_type, car_color

On the contrary, if the real business environment is Case A, the entitization of CAR on the basis on the system’s stale knowledge would generate an absurd ERD which does not properly reflect the given business description. Generally, the traditional knowledge-based approaches do not consider the fact that even the same object could be regarded as either an entity in some cases or an attribute in the other cases according to the various concerns of field workers. To obtain an appropriate ERD for a specific application, we should extract entities or attributes on the basis of a given business description rather than system’s stale knowledge accumulated from past experiences.

There have been many researches on the automation of database design for business requirements, but they were restricted to the logical design or physical one (Fig. 2). We will focus on the conceptual design. To collect ambiguous business requirements, we will use the business description. And to reduce the ambiguity of data modeling, we will
bring the automation. Although it is natural that to gather low information for database modeling generates some errors, its consistent procedure by the unit business [3, 18] should be performed. It should not be allowed to compromise with a data modeler, in the name of more rapid database design and even with accepting information distortion. To relieve errors consistently, we also need the automation for data base design.

About business description, some people would believe that it is difficult and unrealistic to acquire it. However, we ceased these worries by several experiments of about ten and more enterprise-wide projects in the Republic of Korea. An instance is that, in only two weeks, we acquired the enterprise-wide business description of the Korea Broadcasting System (KBS) Company that has approximately 800 unit business processes with about 1600 employees. We had the employees write their own business description about the unit business processes in the first week, and integrated all the business descriptions hierarchically in the second week. This shows that it takes only several weeks to write the business description in a company, irrespective of the number of unit business processes or employees.

This paper proposes a new methodology for extracting entity or attribute or relationship so that a field worker can perform the conceptual data modeling without an expert modeler. In extracting entities, this methodology uses only the business descriptions without any other information and generates an appropriate ERD. Before creating an ERD, a graphical tool called Association-Based Conceptual Model (ABCM or ABC Model, for short) is needed to find out associations between two or more objects described in the business descriptions. Even though the traditional Simple Binary Data Model (SBDM, for short) [4-7] can handle only two objects at once, ABCM can manage three or more objects as well as two ones in one breath. This ABCM covers the following algorithms; (1) refining rules for business descriptions, (2) detecting associations among objects extracted from the business descriptions, and (3) extracting entities, attributes, and relationships from the ABCM. This ABCM stands on the basis of the association rule [10] of data mining with confidence = 100. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We review related works in section 2. In section 3, we introduce the scope and detailed logics of the proposed system. And, in section 4, we perform a case study to evaluate the devised system’s applicability to practical business fields and section 5 finally concludes this paper.

2. RELATED WORKS

It is understandable that Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool is an expedient for easily adopting too complicated development steps for information systems, but they could not give much help for field workers to perform conceptual data modeling. It is true that automation tools such as ERWin, Rational Rose, System Architect, or Power Designer save much time and endeavors for a professional modeler to draw ERDs and generate logical schemata from them. Though even ERWin, the most widely used tool in business fields, offers only a drawing function for ERD, it does not do a role to analyzing users’ requirements. To a CASE tool without requirement analysis may bring about passing over the original information and distorting it.

Even though many previous studies on logical and physical phases have accom-
plished much contribution, few studies on the formal methodology for conceptual data modeling have been found in the literature. As a matter of course, there has been an approach [27] to formulate an ERD by use of data-intensive source codes. In the conceptual modeling, the greater parts of approaches have still begun their modeling process with analyzing users’ requirements. A most dominant approach [24] provided guidelines for extracting entity according to the principle of ERM theory. Two assertions on the basis of which most human database designers extract entities are as follows. One is that an object can be classified as an entity if it has descriptive information for itself. And the other is that, if a descriptor is multi-valued, the descriptor can be classified as an entity although it does not have any other descriptors.

While [24] provided rather abstract guidelines for the entity extraction, [23] presented a statistical mechanism called Attribute Synthesis Method (ASM, for short). In finding out entities, ASM discovers objects from given tasks and then statistically manipulates the objects. During the statistical manipulation through several phases, ASM calculates values of three indices such as Usage Across Tasks (UAT, for short), Usage with Other Data (UOD, for short), and Usage Ratio (UR, for short). The indices help ASM to roughly choose entity candidates. If an object has higher UAT, higher UOD, and lower UR, there is an ample hope for being classified as an entity. But, since ASM does not define the thresholds for the indices clearly, it is ambiguous to determine whether a value of an index is high or low and then the users’ arbitrary selection of the threshold could make the quality of ERD uneven.

There are many knowledge-based attempts [5, 6, 12, 14, 19] on automated conceptual modeling, which require a field worker to prepare lists of entities and attributes as initial inputs and then validate or refine them according to systems’ knowledge. Nowadays the advent of ontology-based conceptual modeling [20-22, 25, 26] renews the knowledge-based approaches. An approach [26] addressed four limitations in grammar of ERM by use of the ontology theory: construct deficit, construct overload, construct redundancy, and construct excess. The construct redundancy is especially based on the fact that a property construct of the real world could be represented as either an attribute or an entity in an ERD. A clear criterion for classifying property constructs or business objects into entities or attributes could resolve the construct redundancy.

Since, in data modeling for to-be information systems, business descriptions play an important role to keep pace with business processes, they are worth being used. And abundant resources for data modeling could be systematically organized in them. An automated system with an appropriate Natural Language Processing (NLP) module [9] can accept a business description as an input and extract data objects and behaviors from the description. A recent research [8] shows an example to tie NLP into data modeling, which extracts conceptual dependencies from the whole sentences for a conceptual schema. Further studies on NLP could lessen the restrictions on writing business descriptions as inputs for design automation systems.

Even though Requirements-driven Entity Extraction Methodology (REEM, for short) [13] is a good try to extract entities and attributes from business description in natural language, the algorithm for it is somewhat complex and loses the accuracy to extract entity and attribute. REEM, of course, transforms a business description into an ERD, but it does not accompany any objective and positive experiment. Above all things, REEM requires an additional process to refine a business description into a revised one. During
this process, REEM asks too many questions to a user, which drops convenience for the system. In addition, to require capitalizing all the objects in business description should get out of control for a user who has no knowledge about database. To impose no burden such as interaction with or capitalizing objects on a user, an automated tool extracting entity or attribute is in urgent need.

3. ASSOCIATION-BASED CONCEPTUAL SYSTEMS

We devise context-adaptive approach to automate the creation of ERD, which means that ER modeling depends on context of business description. That is, this approach performs modeling by analyzing contexts in business description a user creates and then utilizing associations among contexts. Although there are many important issues relevant to ER modeling such as generalization, specialization, participation constraint, cardinality ratio, derived attributes, multi-valued attributes, entity types, and key constraints, this study focuses only on the most fundamental step of ER modeling; classifying entities or attributes from requirements. In this sense, this study could be a beginning step of automated database design. Our proposed ABCM is a model to automate conceptual data modeling and has a concrete and systematic structure, Association-Based Conceptual Systems (ABCS or ABC Systems, for short). Section 3.1 provides the general framework of ABCS with some assumptions, introduces each stage, and summarizes its output. In subsection 3.2, we explain concrete rules for our conceptual modeling in detail. That is to say, the subsection describes the whole process of using the user-written business description, extracting objects from the business description, drawing a relation (so-called subordination) diagram among objects, and finally completing an ERD.

3.1 Overall Architecture and Assumptions

The designed system, ABCS is an automated tool for conceptual data modeling based on ABC Model (Fig. 3). The system is composed of Association-Based Conceptual Diagram (ABCD or ABC Diagram, for short) Generator and ERD Generator. The former with ABCD-related rules extracts objects and relations among objects from business description a field worker writes, and the latter with ERD-related objects then make an ERD on the basis of the result of the former.

The overall process of ABCS is summarized as the followings; (1) a field worker freely writes a business description about his/her own business work in natural language. (2) BD (Business Description) Parser loads the business description on ABC Systems. BD Parser plays a role to extract objects in business description and registers them in Meta Dictionary. And it also parses the sentences with Meta Dictionary. (3) The business description is transformed into ABC Diagram by ABCD Generator. ABCD Generator extracts objects from the text-formatted business description and then automatically makes ABCD which clears up the relations among objects with ABCD-related rules. (4) ERD Generator translates ABCD Diagram into ER Diagram. (5) The field worker can get the ERD.

Unlike Functional Dependency Diagram (FDD, for short) that manipulates the dependencies among only attributes, not entities, ABC Diagram handles relations among
objects (attributes, entities, and relationships). Accordingly, the diagram can present the way to classify each object into entity or attribute. In drawing an ABC Diagram, ABCM Generator could discover a semantic redundancy and remove it whenever any relation among objects springs. While doing away with all semantically redundant relations from the initial ABCD, ABCD Generator consummates a more compact ABC Diagram. This revised ABC Diagram is transformed into an ERD. We will make mention of the internal logic for ABCD and ERD Generators in section 3.2.

It is necessary above all things to propose several assumptions so as to define the environmental scope of the revised ABC Systems. The below Assumptions 1-3 should make the internal logic of the ABC Systems evident.

Assumption 1 (Expert users in their own business works): All potential users must be well acquainted with their own works required by to-be application program. Although the final user would have no idea about database and do not know how to classify an object appeared in his/her own works into an entity or an attribute, he/she is assumed to be second to none about knowledge about his/her own works.

Assumption 2 (Completeness of information): The business description a field worker makes should include all business behaviors related to business objects. All data object, that is, should be included in the business description without omission. Though this assumption would be unreasonable to the user, it is fairly possible since the user has the best knowledge about one's own works by the Assumption 1. What is more, this assumption does not require the user to remove any semantic redundant relation of objects. It is so because our system removes all the semantic redundancies by ABCD Generator. Out system requires demand not a compact business description without any redundant work but a complete one with fully described work. In addition, this business description is used for ERD Generator to create a relationship in transforming ABCD into ERD.

Assumption 3 (Uniqueness and consistency of object’s name): For this assumption, ABCS operates Meta Dictionary that has all objects list. A field worker can describe objects of his/her own works with referring to Meta Dictionary. And then, ABCD Generator transforms the description into ABCD with referring to object list in Meta Dictionary. At this time, each object name should be unique and consistent through making the business description, which should not have any homonym or synonym about the object name.
The homonym or synonym must be removed since it would cause a semantic ambiguity of business rule. Namely, a unique name is forbidden to designate two or more objects and two or more names are banned to be assigned to the same concept concurrently. But the process to devise the module for homonym and synonym is excluded in this study.

3.2 Association-Based Conceptual Modeling

Now we explain the internal rules for Association-Based Conceptual Modeling and we mobilize some examples for more detailed explanation. Subsection 3.2.1 introduces a business description. Subsection 3.2.2 defines some rules for extracting an ABC Diagram and subsection 3.2.3 does for extracting an ER Diagram.

3.2.1 Preparation for the business description

It is truly easy for a company to prepare for the BD. A person, especially a data modeler in a department of Information Systems, would believe that it is difficult and unrealistic to acquire business description. However, in fact, it takes only several weeks to write the business description in a company, irrespective of the number of unit business processes or employees. While performing a project at KBS in the Republic of Korea, we acquired its enterprise-wide business description in only two weeks.

3.2.2 Extracting ABC diagram

This ABCM refines rules for business descriptions, and detects associations among objects extracted from the business descriptions, and extracts entities, attributes, and relationships from the ABCM. All this procedure to extracting an ABC Diagram is absolutely based on the business description. Definitions 1-3 define sentence, object, and attribute, and refer to their notations.

Definition 1 (Objects in each sentence): An object is a thing that has a fixed shape or form with a meaning. Instinctively, it is a candidate for entity or attribute in ER modeling. Meta Dictionary has information of all objects related to specific business. Let the business description be \( S \). And assume that each sentence of \( S \) is \( S_1, S_2, S_3, \ldots, S_n \). And then \( S \) has one or more objects. If a sentence \( S_i \) has two objects, \( O_1, O_2 \), its expression is the following; for \( S_i \in S \), \( \exists O_1, O_2 \in S_i \).

Definition 2 (Subordinations among objects): A subordination among objects is a kind of special relation among objects. Each object is expressed as a node, and a conjunctive link between objects is expressed by a subordination (\( \rightarrow, \leftarrow, \) or \( \leftrightarrow \)) between objects. A subordination \( O_1 \rightarrow O_2 \) implies that an object \( O_1 \) does not appear without an object \( O_2 \). That is, \( O_1 \) necessitates \( O_2 \); for \( \forall S_i \in S \), \( \exists \exists S_j \) s.t. \( O_1 \in S_i \land O_2 \notin S_i \). \( O_1 \) is subordinated to \( O_2 \), where \( O_1 \) is the subordinate and \( O_2 \) is the subordinator. Meanwhile, in lieu of the subordination \( O_1 \rightarrow O_2 \), \( O_2 \rightarrow O_1 \) is generally represented for functional dependency [17].

Definition 3 (Notation of subordinations): Suppose that there are three objects, \( O_1, O_2, \) and \( O_3 \), in a sentence \( S \). The subordinations among \( O_1, O_2, \) and \( O_3 \) are summarized like
Fig. 4. Notation of subordinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_1$</td>
<td>$O_1 \rightarrow O_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_2$</td>
<td>$O_1 \leftarrow O_2$ or $O_1 \rightarrow O_2$, and $O_1 \rightarrow O_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_3$</td>
<td>$O_1 \leftarrow O_2$ and $O_1 \rightarrow O_3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Notation $N_1$ means the subordination between objects in Definition 2. Notation $N_2$ is the subordination with both $O_1 \leftarrow O_2$ and $O_1 \rightarrow O_2$. And notation $N_3$ stands for the subordination with both $O_1 \rightarrow O_2$ and $O_1 \rightarrow O_3$.

Now, by use of Definitions 1-3, we will draw an ABCD as the preprocessing phase for ERD. The following ABCD Rules 1-5 and Theorems 1-4 are the fundamental rules for automating the processes from BD to ABCD.

**ABCD Rule 1** (Mapping between BD and ABCD components): ABCD Components are composed of nodes and links. Each object in BD is represented as a node. But, for the object already mentioned in previous sentences, its node is not added. A subordination among objects is represented as a link. If $O_1$ always appears with $O_2$, the subordination is represented as $O_1 \rightarrow O_2$. By Definitions 1 and 2, this procedure is accumulatively performed from BD sentence by sentence.

**ABCD Rule 1-1** (Grafting a subordination): Fig. 5 represents the grafting a subordination among $O_2$ and $O_3$. If there is an object $O_3$ for an object $O_2$, a subordination $O_2 \rightarrow O_3$ is added.

ABCD Rule 1-1 (Grafting a subordination): Fig. 5 represents the grafting a subordination among $O_2$ and $O_3$. If there is an object $O_3$ for an object $O_2$, a subordination $O_2 \rightarrow O_3$ is added.

Fig. 5. Grafting a subordination in conceptual representation.

**ABCD Rule 1-2** (Pruning a subordination): If there is an object $O_1$ for an object $O_2$, a subordination $O_2 \rightarrow O_3$ is added.

Fig. 6. Pruning a subordination in conceptual representation.
**ABCD Rule 1-2** (Pruning a subordination): In Fig. 5, there is initially a subordination $O_1 \leftrightarrow O_2$ between an object $O_1$ and an object $O_2$. This $O_1 \leftrightarrow O_2$ can be separated into $O_1 \rightarrow O_2$ and $O_2 \rightarrow O_1$ by $N_3$ of Definition 3. If there is no mention of $O_2$ in a sentence $S_i$ with $O_1$, it means that there is not a subordination of $O_2$ for $O_1$. Hence, a subordination $O_1 \rightarrow O_2$ is deleted from $O_1 \leftrightarrow O_2$ (Fig. 6).

**ABCD Rule 2** (Classifying into strong nodes or weak nodes): A node that has one or more outgoing link is defined as a weak node ($W$, for short). A node that has only income links and does have any outgoing link is also defined as a strong node ($S$, for short). This ABCD Rule 2 is applied en bloc to the outcome of ABCD Rule 1 (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. A strong node and four weak nodes.

Now the following theorems are proposed for clarify the process to simplify ABCD.

**Theorem 1** If any $W$ follows its links, it should meet $S$ (case 1) or be located in a cycle (case 2).

**Proof:** If an object is a weak node $W$, this node should have an outgoing link by ABCD Rule 2. On the assumption of $W \rightarrow A$, (i) if $A$ is a strong node, it surely meets $S$. On the other hand, (ii) if $A$ is a weak node, it surely has an outgoing link by ABCD Rule 2. If this outgoing link points to other weak node that already appeared, $A$ is cycled with other weak nodes. If it is not so, the process (i) or (ii) must be reiterated from the beginning. This repeating process would certainly let $W$ meet $S$ or be cycled with other weak nodes. $W$ cannot come to an end as a weak node after following its links.

**Theorem 2** $S$ cannot be located in a cycle.

**Proof:** $S$ means that it does not have any outgoing link by ABCD Rule 2. So, $S$ cannot participate in formulating a cycle.

**ABCD Rule 3** (Creating a pseudo object): Let there be a cycle with three outgoing node, $O_1, O_2, O_3$ (Fig. 8 (a)). A pseudo object (PO, for short) reflecting three subordinations $O_1 \rightarrow PO, O_2 \rightarrow PO, O_3 \rightarrow PO$ should be added like Fig. 8 (b). If PO is not created, the nodes $O_1, O_2, O_3$ could be orphaned without necessitating any object. PO should be a strong node. In Fig. 8 (c), PO is a strong node and $O_1, O_2, O_3$ are weak nodes. Cycled objects are all $W$ by Theorem 2. If a PO is added, this cycle is deleted. That is to say that the case (2) of Theorem 1 is removed and the case (1) remains. All $O_1, O_2, O_3$ as $W$ necessitates PO as $S$. 

![Diagram of strong node and weak nodes](attachment:abc_rule_1-2.png)
**Theorem 3**  After applying ABCD Rule 3, each weak node surely meets a strong node if following its links.

**Proof:** If ABCD Rule 3 is applied, there should be any cycle no longer. By applying Theorem 1, any and every weak node comes to meet a strong node.

**ABCD Rule 4** (Simplification by transitivity): $W_1 \rightarrow W_2 \rightarrow S$ is transformed into $W_1 \rightarrow S$ and $W_2 \rightarrow S$. By Theorem 3, each $W$ has an $S$ as its host. This rule is the process to remove a link between weak nodes, that is, $W_1 \rightarrow W_2$. The goal of this rule is for a child node (to-be attribute $A$) to find its parent node (to-be entity $E$). In $W_1 \rightarrow W_2 \rightarrow S$, $W_1$ and $W_2$ are mutually sibling and so the dependency $W_1 \rightarrow W_2$ between them can be deleted, even though there would be information loss. In all of Cases 1-3 of Fig. 9, this ABCD Rule 4 simplifies each (a) into (b).

**Theorem 4**  Every link that remains in ABCD is a relation, $W \rightarrow S$.

**Proof:** There are four cases of links among $W$ and $S$ as follows; (i) $W \rightarrow S$, (ii) $S \rightarrow W$, (iii) $S \rightarrow S$, (iv) $W \rightarrow W$. Cases (ii) and (iii) run counter to the definition of strong node of ABCD Rule 2. Case (iv) is removed by ABCD Rule 3. After all, only the case (i), $W \rightarrow S$, is affected.
3.2.3 Extracting ER diagram

ERD Rule 1 discriminates among entities and attributes. ERD Rules 2-5 decide the position for each attribute subordinate to entity or relationship. That is, ERD Rules 1-5 is used to simplify all associations among objects in the shape of \( A(\text{attribute}) \rightarrow E(\text{entity}) \).

**ERD Rule 1** (Creating an entity or an attribute): In the extracted revised ABCD, every \( S \) is transformed into an entity and every \( W \) is transformed into an attribute. The fact that what attribute belongs to what entity is not important as yet, but the process to transform \( S \) or \( W \) into an entity or attribute is important. In Fig. 10, this rule converts \( W_1 \) into \( A_1 \), and does \( S_1 \) into \( E_1 \).

![Fig. 10. Creating an entity and an attribute.]

**ERD Rule 2** (Confirming an attribute of an entity): If an attribute \( A \) has only one outgoing link and its indicated end is an entity \( E \), \( A \) is an attribute of \( E \). Fig. 11 shows that \( A_2 \) is an attribute of \( E_2 \).

![Fig. 11. Confirming an attribute of an entity.]

**ERD Rule 3** (Confirming an attribute of a relationship): If an attribute \( A \) has two or more outgoing links and its indicated ends are \( E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n \), a relationship \( R \) that participates in \( E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n \) is created and \( A \) is a descriptive attribute of \( R \). At this time, the relationship \( R \) is named by use of the verb contained in a sentence that has \( E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n \) simultaneously. The information of verbs is handled by Meta Dictionary in Fig. 3. Meta Dictionary has information about object list, verb list with reference to business description. Simultaneous reference to \( A, E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n \) in a sentence means that \( A \) is an attribute of a relationship \( R \) among \( E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n \). In Fig. 12, \( R_3 \) is a relationship between \( E_{31} \) and \( E_{32} \), which has a descriptive attribute \( A_3 \).

![Fig. 12. Confirming an attribute of a relationship.]

**ERD Rule 4** (Confirming a relationship without any attribute): First of all, it should be examined whether two or more entities appear for each sentence in BD, which a sentence, if any, should be chosen. For entity \( E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n \) that appear together in a sentence, if there is no relationship that is composed of \( E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n \), a relationship \( R \) is created by use of
Fig. 13. Confirming a relationship with no attribute.

Fig. 14. Ternary or higher-degree relationship.

a verb in the sentence. Meanwhile, if there already is a relationship that is composed of $E_{11}, E_{22}, \ldots, E_{nn}$, a relationship $R$ is not added. In Fig. 13, a relationship $R_4$ is created between $E_{41}$ and $E_{42}$ and its name of $R_4$ is dubbed with referring to Meta Dictionary.

ERD Rule 5 (Ternary or higher-degree relationship): If attributes $A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n$ have two or more outgoing links and their indicated ends are $E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n$, a relationship $R$ that participates in $E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n$ is created and $A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n$ are descriptive attributes of $R$. At this time, the relationship $R$ is named by use of the verb contained in a sentence that has $E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n$ simultaneously. The information of verbs is of course handled by Meta Dictionary in Fig. 3. Simultaneous reference to $A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n, E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n$ in a sentence means that $A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n$ are attributes of a relationship $R$ among $E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_n$. In Fig. 14 (a), $R_5$ is a relationship between $E_{51}, E_{52}, \ldots, E_{5n}$, which has a descriptive attribute $A_5$. Fig. 14 (b) is the generalization form of Fig. 14 (a). $R_6$ is a relationship between $E_{61}, E_{62}, \ldots, E_{6n}$, which has descriptive attributes $A_{61}, A_{62}, \ldots, A_{6n}$.

4. CASE STUDY

Section 3 showed theoretical bases and formulation of the methodology. It is however impossible to discover an absolutely answer that could correctly analyze or evaluate the methodological practicability. The reason is that a database schema is artistic and does not propose a correct answer to a business work. Then it is meaningless to verify the
practicability theoretically. Now we conduct a case study to analyze the practicability of our methodology with chosen real business works, which will generate a to-be ERD we want. Section 4.1 gives the outline of an experiment for case study. Section 4.2 choose a real business work and then introduce the process to generate an ERD by applying modeling rules proposed in section 3.

### 4.1 Experiment Design

Another technique to analyze practicality is to develop a tool that embodies its methodology and apply it to real cases. This technique is widely used for empirical test in social science even though it does not offer theoretical foundations. This paper focuses on a prototype of ABCM as a modeling methodology.

Fig. 15 explains our experimental procedure. Above all experiments, we choose a business area that is a target work in a real enterprise for our experiment. Module 1 is in charge of loading a BD that is written by a field worker of the business area. The loaded BD is transformed into an initial ABCD through Module 2 that, by ABCD Rules 1-2, extracts subordinations among objects in all the sentences. Module 3 uses ABCD Rules 3-4 to eliminate transitivity of the initial ABCD and generate a revised ABCD. ERD Rules 1-5 is applied to the revised ABCD and generates a final ERD in Module 4.

4.2 Experiment

#### 4.2.1 BD loading module

For a more realistic experiment, we already obtained a BD from real business fields. The target work of the experiment is personal finance of a bank, in Republic of Korea, where a field worker wrote his/her own BD. Fig. 16 is a part of the BD to be loaded on ABCS. That is, BD Parser of ABCS parses the BD a user wrote into objects or behaviors and then loads them on its internal system. Also, their information is stored in the Meta Dictionary. The BD of Fig. 16 is composed of 80 sentences.
4.2.2 Initial ABCD module

After loaded DB is parsed into each part, object or behavior, initial ABCD module draws subordinations among objects by applying ABCD Rules 1 and 2 (Fig. 17). Subordinations are represented among objects and each object is inscribed as W or S. The number of objects extracted from all sentences of BD is reduced from 374 to 179 by eliminating redundancies, which is composed of 17 Ss and 162 Ws. There are 288 subordinations; one-way edges are 242, and two-way edges are 46.

4.2.3 Revised ABCD module

Eliminating transitivity on ABCD Rules 3 and 4 simplifies the initial ABCD in Fig. 17 into a revised ABCD in Fig. 18, where transitivity and cycles are completely removed from the initial ABCD. This is a basic work to obtain a compact ERD by eliminating unnecessarily redundant subordinations. Even though the number of subordinations of the initial ABCD in Fig. 17 is reduced from 288 to 242, its any information loss does not occur.
4.2.4 ERD module

ERD Rules 1-5 is applied to the revised ABCD for a final ERD (Fig. 19). Each S in
the revised ABCD is transformed into an entity and each W is transformed into an attribute of S that its outgoing link points to. And a relationship among entities is added by use of behavior information stored in Meta Dictionary. Finally, through the initial ABCD or the revised ABCD from BD, the final ERD is completed, which is composed of 17 entities, 255 attributes, and 21 relationships from 374 objects in original 80 sentences.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a modeling methodology ABCM and system ABCS for extracting appropriate ERDs without any intervention of a data modeler. ABCS just does not expect a user to have knowledge to discriminate entities from attributes like many automated tools introduced for past decades. Although traditional tools have tried to improve this more efficiently, they have been still asking data modeling knowledge and cumbersome interactions with a user. Our ABCM with ABCS does not need any interactions like this after inputting a business description, which means that our system could enable enterprises to save time and cost. The accuracy in reflecting works in ERD is high since a user can design his/her works without any data modeler. And ABCS also is more intellectual than ERWin or Rational Rose, which could only support a user to draw data designs with knowledge on data modeling.
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